Abstract. Computer vision has advanced significantly that many discriminative approaches such as object recognition are now widely used in real applications. We present another exciting development that utilizes generative models for the mass customization of medical products such as dental crowns. In the dental industry, it takes a technician years of training to design synthetic crowns that restore the function and integrity of missing teeth. Each crown must be customized to individual patients, and it requires human expertise in a time-consuming and laborintensive process, even with computer assisted design software. We develop a fully automatic approach that learns not only from human designs of dental crowns, but also from natural spatial profiles between opposing teeth. The latter is hard to account for by technicians but important for proper biting and chewing functions. Built upon a Generative Adversarial Network architecture (GAN), our deep learning model predicts the customized crown-filled depth scan from the crown-missing depth scan and opposing depth scan. We propose to incorporate additional space constraints and statistical compatibility into learning. Our automatic designs exceed human technicians' standards for good morphology and functionality, and our algorithm is being tested for production use.
Introduction
Computer vision has advanced so significantly that many discriminative approaches such as object detection, object recognition, and semantic segmentation, are now successfully deployed in real applications [1, 2] . Generative approaches, focusing on generating photo-realistic images, have largely remained as research topics. We present a first major success of generative models applied in the field of mass customization of medical products, specifically, for dental restoration [3] .
In dental restoration, the dentist first prepares the patient's teeth by removing the decayed portion of the dentition. He then takes an impression of the prepared tooth and its surrounding structures, either physically or digitally by using an intra-oral 3D scanner. The captured data is used to produce a full crown arXiv:1804.00064v1 [cs.CV] 30 Mar 2018 Fig. 1 . Illustration of dental crown design stages. 3D models of the prepared jaw, opposing jaw, and the crown-filled restoration are shown at the top, and their 2D depth images from a particular plane shown below. The gap distances are computed from opposing jaws.
or inlay. Dental restoration has to satisfy a number of requirements [4] which are important for successful outcomes:
1. It must perfectly fit patient's dentition; 2. It has to provide chewing functionality; 3. It should have an aesthetically plausible shape.
Computer aided design (CAD) [5] technologies introduced in the last decade into dental industry have significantly facilitated achievements of these requirements. However, human assistance is still much required in the current process. Dental CAD is usually based on a predefined template library of ideal tooth models. The template model is positioned on the prepared site and adjusted to the patient's anatomy. In the dental restoration procedure illustrated in Fig. 1 , the designer needs to evaluate the crown and make adjustments manually.
In order to build an automatic dental CAD system, human expertise needs to be integrated into the software. One approach is to build a comprehensive set of rules that would include all the nuances known to the experienced dental professionals and formulate it in a way that machines can understand. This is a very tedious task, and obviously feasible only when this set of rules can be provided. A different approach is to build a system capable of learning from a large number of examples without explicit formulation of the rules.
We follow the latter data-driven deep learning approach and formulate the dental restoration task as a conditional image prediction problem. We represent the 3D scan as a 2D depth image from a given plane. The prepared crownmissing depth image serves as the input condition, and the technician-designed crown-filled depth image serves as the ground-truth output prediction. That is, we can learn from the technicians and capture the human design expertise with a deep net that translates one image into another [6] .
However, there are a few challenges to which technicians have no good solutions aside from trials and errors, e.g. how to design natural grooves on the tooth surface, and how to make a few points of contact with the opposing teeth to support proper biting and chewing [7] .
The exciting aspect of our work is that we can learn beyond human expertise on dental restoration by learning natural fitting constraints from big data. We propose to incorporate both hard and soft functionality constraints for ideal dental crowns: The former captures the physical feasibility where no penetration of the crown into the opposing jaw is allowed, and the latter captures the natural spatial gap statistics between opposing jaws where certain sparse contacts are desired for proper biting and chewing.
We accomplish the conditional image prediction task using a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) model [8, 9, 6, 10] with novel learning losses that enforce the functionality constraints that were beyond the reach of human experts. We compare our automatic predictions with technicians' designs, and evaluate successfully on a few metrics of interest to practitioners in the field. We pass the ultimate field test and our algorithm is currently being tested for production .
Related Work
Generative models. Modeling the natural image distribution draws many interests in computer vision research. Various methods have been proposed to tackle this problem, such as restricted Boltzmann machines [11] , autoencoders [12, 13] , autoregressive models [14] , and generative adversarial networks [8] . Variational autoencoders [15] capture the stochasticity of the distribution by training with reparametrization of a latent distribution. Autoregressive models [14, 16, 17] are effective but slow during inference as they generate an image pixel-by-pixel sequentially. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [8] , on the other hand, generate an image by a single feedforward pass with inputs of random values sampled from a low-dimensional distribution. GANs introduce a discriminator, whose job is to distinguish real samples from fake samples generated by a generator, to learn the natural image distribution. Recently, GANs have seen major successes [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] in this task.
Conditional image generation. All of the methods mentioned above can be easily conditioned. For example, conditional VAEs [29] and autoregressive models [16, 17] have shown promising results [30, 31, 32] . Prior works have conditioned GANs [9] to tackle various image-to-image generation problems [33, 34, 35, 36] . Among them, image-to-image conditional GANs (pix2pix) [6, 37, 38] have led to a substantial boost in results under the setting of spatial correspondences between input and output pairs.
Statistical features. Statistical features can be traced back to hand-crafted features, including Bag-of-Words [39] , Fisher vector [40] , Second-order pooling [41] , etc. Such global context features compensate for hand-crafted low-level features. Along this line of research, there are a number of deep learning methods that tried to incorporate statistical features into deep neural networks. For example, the deep Fisher network [42] incorporates Fisher vector and orderless pooling [43] combines with Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors. Both methods simply treat features by deep networks as off-the-shelf features. More recently, several works [44, 45] have shown successes in incorporating histogram learning into deep neural networks for classification tasks and feature embedding.
Our Approach
Our dental crown design pipeline as shown in Fig. 1 is as follows. We first create 2D scan images of the prepared jaw, opposing jaw, and the gap distances between two jaws from the original intra-oral 3D scan model. We then apply the proposed generative model as shown in Fig. 2 to predict a best fitting crown, which is learned from good technician's design. We then transform the generated 2D crown surface back to 3D model using CAD tools. If a generated 3D crown passes all the spatial constraints, it is ready to be produced.
If we directly apply 2D image generation models such as pix2pix model [6] , the generated crown does fit into neighboring teeth yet hardly satisfies the full functionality of a tooth. The ideal crowns should not penetrate into the opposing teeth in the 3D model while maintaining few contact points to tear and crush food. Hence, we propose to incorporate a functionality loss to tackle this problem.
We organize this section as follows. We briefly review the conditional generative adversarial model, or specifically the pix2pix model [6] in section 3.1. Then in section 3.2, we condition the model with space information as the first attempt to tackle the problem. Finally, we formulate the functionality constraints and introduce the functionality loss using statistical features with few variants in section 3.3. The proposed model is summarized in Fig. 2 .
Conditional Generative Adversarial Network
The recently proposed pix2pix model [6] has shown promising results in the image-to-image translation setting in various tasks. The idea is to leverage conditional generative adversarial networks [9] to help refine the generator so as to produce a perceptually realistic result. The conditional adversarial loss with an input image x and ground truth y is formulated as
where G attempts to minimize this loss against D that attempts to maximize it, i.e.,
. The adversarial loss encourages the distribution of the generated samples to be close to the real one. However, the loss does not penalize directly the instanceto-instance mapping. The L1 regression loss is thus introduced to ensure the generator to learn the instance-to-instance mapping, which is formulated as
The final loss function combines the adversarial loss and L1 regression loss, balanced by λ L1 :
Conditioned on Space Information
Fitting the crown with neighboring teeth does not satisfy the full functionality of a tooth other than the appearance and implantation. Also, we have to consider how the crown interacts with opposing teeth to chew and bite. That is, to generate a well functioning crown, the information of corresponding opposing teeth and per-pixel gap distances between two jaws is needed. One straightforward way to feed this information is through the formulation of conditional variables. Besides conditioned on prepared jaws, the network can also be conditioned on space information such as the opposing jawx and gap distances d between two jaws. We can then re-formulate the conditional adversarial loss as
Also, the L1 reconstruction loss is reformulated as
and the final objective remains the same as of Equation 3. 
Functionality-Aware Image-to-Image Translation
Conditioning on space information does not make the constraints explicit, i.e., the network will fit generated crowns into plausible space yet is unaware of the actual critical constraints. To formulate the functionality constraints, we have to reconstruct gap distances with the generated crownŷ, which can be calculated given the prepared jaw and input gap distances:
where γ is a scaling parameter that maps pixel values to real distance values (in millimeters), or 3.14 × 10 −2 in our case. Now we discuss how to model the constraints. On one hand, the ideal crown should not touch the opposing teeth, or with reconstructed gap distance less than 0. Otherwise, the crown will penetrate into the opposing teeth when transformed back to 3D models. This crown is then considered over-grown and will hurt the interactions of neighboring teeth. On the other hand, the ideal crown should maintain few contact points so as to tear and crush food. In other words, the reconstructed distance map should follow certain distribution of critical areas. We can thus model the two functionality constraints as
wheref denotes critical regions. The critical regions are defined as those pixels with gap distance values less than or equal to minimal 5% of f 's overall distance values. This ratio is chosen given the real critical distance in practice, which is 0.5 millimeters.
To incorporate the functionality constraints into learning, we consider matching the distribution of the gap distances. The reasons have two folds. Firstly, the reconstructed distance map does not need to match the ground truth distance map pixel-by-pixel because this mapping has already been modeled using L1 regression loss. Secondly, to satisfy the constraints, modeling specific locations of contact points are not necessary. By relaxing the spatial correspondences, the model is allowed to explore in larger optimization space. Therefore, we propose a histogram loss, formulated with χ 2 distance, to model the functionality as
where the i-th bin is modeled by a differentiable piece-wise linear function h i (d):
where c i and l i are the center and width of the i-th bin, respectively. This histogram loss will then back-propagate errors with slope ±l i for any pixel in d that falls into the interval of (c i − l i , c i + l i ). The computation diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The final objective is therefore
where the histogram loss is balanced by λ H .
Since the functionality is related only to critical regions, it is beneficial to reinforce the histogram loss on certain ranges (preferably on the critical regions), or apply weighting w i on the i-th bin as
The weighting should be chosen by analyzing gap distances and considering critical distances in practice. The details are described in the experimental section. One property of the proposed histogram loss is spatial invariance. That is, the crown surface is allowed to change dramatically. Sometimes this property is undesirable because it might produce unnecessary spikes on the surface. To make the spatial invariance less and the surface smoother, we propose to incorporate second-order information into the histogram loss. We formulate the second-order operation as local averaging. So the second-order histogram loss is defined as
wheref (d, x, y) denotes f (d, x, y) after average pooling.
Experiment
We conduct experiments to evaluate and verify our proposed approach. We describe the dataset, network architecture, and training procedure in section 4.1 and the experimental settings in section 4.2. We assess the quality of generated crowns in section 4.3 using ideal technicians' designs as ground truth. We then use the hard cases, where technicians' designs fail, to evaluate our approach and show that our approach greatly reduces failure rates in section 4.4 and improves functionality in section 4.5.
Implementation Detail
Dataset: Our dental crown dataset contains 1500 training, 1570 validation, and 243 hard testing cases. For every case, there are a scanned prepared jaw, a scanned opposing jaw, a gap distance map between two jaws, and a manually designed crown (treated as ground truth for training and validation sets). The missing tooth is the number 36 in the International Standards Organization Designation System, but other teeth can be modeled using the same method. All the hyper-parameters are chosen given the validation results. The testing cases, albeit not as many cases as in the other sets, are especially hard because the manually designed crowns fail the penetration test. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method mainly on the hard testing cases.
Network Architecture: We follow closely the architecture design of pix2pix [6] .
For generator G, we use the U-Net [46] architecture, which contains an encoderdecoder architecture, with symmetric skip connections. It has been shown to produce strong results when there is a spatial correspondence between input and output pairs. The encoder architecture is: C64-C128-C256-C512-C512-C512-C512-C512, where C# denotes a convolution layer followed by the number of filters. The decoder architecture is:
CD512-CD512-CD512-C512-C256-C128-C64, where CD# denotes a deconvolution layer followed by the number of filters. After the last layer in the decoder, a convolution is applied to map to the number of output channels, followed by a Tanh function. BatchNorm is applied after every convolutional layer except for the first C64 layer in the encoder. All ReLUs in the encoder are leaky with slope 0.2, while ReLUs in the decoder are regular.
For discriminator D, the architecture is: C64-C128-C256-C512. After the last layer, a convolution is applied to map to a 1 dimensional output, followed by a Sigmoid function. BatchNorm is applied after every convolution layer except for the first C64 layer. All ReLUs are leaky with slope 0.2.
Training Procedure: To optimize the networks, we follow the training procedure of pix2pix [6] : we alternate between one gradient descent step on D, then one step on G. As suggested in [8] , rather than training G to minimize log (1 − D(x, G(x, z) ), we maximize log D (x, G(x, z) ). In addition, we divide the Table 1 . Summary of the 6 experimental settings. The Cond1 is the pix2pix framework. The Cond3 is the pix2pix framework conditioned on additional space information. The HistU, HistW, and Hist2 nd are our proposed functionality-aware model.
objective by 2 while optimizing D, which slows down the rate at which D learns relative to G. We use minibatch SGD and apply the Adam solver, with learning rate 0.0002, and momentum parameters β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999. All networks were trained from scratch. Weights were initialized from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.02. Every experiment is trained for 150 epochs, batch size 1, with random mirroring.
Experimental Setting
We conduct experiments in 6 different settings shown in Table 1 . Cond1. Cond1 denotes the experiment with original pix2pix setting where only prepared jaws are inputted. Only regression and adversarial losses are used.
Cond3. Cond3 denotes the experiment of the pix2pix model conditioned on additional space information. Only regression and adversarial losses are used.
HistU. HistU denotes the experiment with histogram loss with uniform weighting. The hyper-parameter λ H is set to 0.001. Regression, adversarial, and functionality (histogram) losses are used.
HistW. To decide the weighting of histogram bins, we calculate the threshold value of minimal 5% gap distances for each training image and display them as a histogram in Fig. 4 . The distribution of minimal 5% gap distances peaks at around 0.5 millimeters, which is also the critical gap distance in practice.
According to the analysis, we decide the weighting on different bins as follows. The negativity bin is weighted by 2, the bins ranged between 0 and 0.5 is weighted by 1, between 0.5 and 1.0 is weighted by 0.5, and by 0 for the rest (i.e., large gap distances). The hyper-parameter λ H is set to 0.002. Note that we do not tune the bin weighting as it is decided from the analysis. We denote this experiment as 'HistW'. Hist2 nd . Hist2 nd denotes the experiment with second-order histogram loss. We use the same values for bin weighting and λ H as in 'HistW'.
Quality Assessment
We evaluate the generated crowns against technicians' designs. We show that our results are comparable to the ideal designs, i.e., technicians' designs in training and validation sets, qualitatively and quantitatively. Metrics: We introduce three metrics to measure quantitatively how well the predicted crowns mimic the ground truth on validation set as summarized in Table 2 . We do not measure the similarity on the testing set for where technicians' designs are undesirable.
Mean root-mean-square error (RMSE):
, wherê y denotes the predicted crown and y denotes the ground truth. RMSE is one of the standard error measurements for regression related tasks. Note that we only measure the errors in the crowns' regions to accurately assess the per-pixel quality.
Mean Intersection-over-Union (IOU): IOU = (ŷ ∩ y)/(ŷ ∪ y). IOU is widely used to measure the region overlap in segmentation. We use IOU to determine whether crowns can possibly fit well into the dentition.
Precision, Recall, and F-Measure of contours: While mean IOU measures the quality of large areas of predicted crowns, we also introduce the boundary measurement commonly used in the contour detection task [47] to accurately assess the boundary quality of predicted crowns. Table 2 shows that all the methods achieve comparable and satisfying results. The mean RMSE falls under 0.07, the mean IOU is above 91%, and all the boundary-related metrics are above 93%. The results show that while statistical features are introduced to incorporate the constraints, they hardly sacrifice the quality of predictions. Fig. 5 shows sample prediction results, visualized in 3D. 3 The visualization shows that our generated crowns have similar appearances and fitting compared to ground truth. However, our methods produce more complicated surfaces for biting and chewing. For example, in cases #1, #3, and #4, the generated crowns by Hist2
nd have more ridges on the side that can potentially touch the opposing teeth while chewing. On the other hand, without space information, the generated crowns often over-grow as in cases #2 and #5.
Penetration Evaluation
We evaluate the penetration with different methods on validation and testing sets. Once the crown penetrates into the opposing teeth, it is inadmissible and Fig. 5 . We visualize all the reconstructed crows in 3D model with neighboring teeth on validation set. It shows that our generated crowns have similar appearances and fitting. However, our methods produce more complicated surfaces for biting and chewing compared to technicians' designs. (3D rendering viewpoints might differ for different instances.) Table 2 . Quality evaluation on the validation set.
requires human intervention. We thus require the method produces as minimal penetration as possible.
We use the following metrics to evaluate the severity of penetration:
Penetration rate: E[1(min f (·) < 0)], where 1(·) is the indicator function and f (·) denotes the reconstructed gap distances. That is, we calculate the ratio of number of failure cases (where min f (·) < 0) to the total number of cases. The penetration rate is the most important metric as to measure the production failure rate.
Average maximum penetration:
. That is, for each failure case, we calculate the maximum penetration value and average over all failure cases.
Average penetration areas:
. That is, we measure the areas where the crown penetrates the opposing teeth and average over all failure cases.
We summarize the penetration evaluation in Table 3 on both validation and testing sets. While Cond3 conditioned on space information largely prevents penetration as opposed to the Cond1, HistW and Hist2 nd further reduce the penetration rate compared to the Cond3 relatively by 42% on validation set and 55% on testing set consistently. The average maximum penetration and penetration areas are also reduced in HistW. Hist2 nd , however, has larger average penetration areas. As it encourages smoothness of local regions, region-wise penetration occurs more frequently. Visualization is shown in Fig. 6 . 
Contact Point Analysis
We evaluate the contact points with different methods on validation and testing sets. As explained in subsection 4.2, we classify the crown regions within 5% minimal gap distance as critical pixels that are used for biting and chewing. We use the following metrics to evaluate the distribution of contact points: Average number of clusters: We connect neighboring critical pixels within distance 2 to form a cluster. Such a cluster forms a biting anchor. Human teeth naturally consist of several biting anchors for one tooth. Therefore, the number of clusters reflects the biting and chewing quality of generated crowns.
Average Spread: We measure the spatial standard deviation of critical pixels in a crown as spread. The contact points of natural teeth should scatter rather than focus on one region. Deviation: Since the number of clusters and spread have no clear trend, we measure the deviation for both number of clusters and spread. We calculate the relative error, i.e.,ŷ −y y , of each method as opposed to the ideal value. The ideal value is calculated using the training set which is deemed good technicians' designs.
We summarize the contact point evaluation in Table 4 on both validation and testing sets. A similar trend as in the penetration evaluation is observed: Cond3 conditioned on space information largely improves the contact points as opposed to Cond1. HistU, HistW, and Hist2 nd each improves more from Cond3. The best performing Hist2 nd improves from Cond3 relatively by 27.2% and 18.1% of number of clusters and spread respectively on testing set. It shows that while the Hist2 nd performs comparably as HistW on penetration, it generally produces crowns with better contact point distributions, resulting in better biting and chewing functionality. Visualization is shown in Fig. 7 and the observations are consistent to the quantitative results.
Conclusion
We present an approach to automate the designs of dental crowns using generative models. The generated crowns not only reach similar morphology quality as human experts' designs but support better functionality enabled by learning through statistical features. This work is one of the first successful approaches to use GANs to solve a real existing problem. nd .
